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Abstract
With increasing urbanization and consequences in more severe and volatile congestion effects, urban public agencies are looking for better solutions to maintain sustainable mobility. Public transit agencies, in particular, can set fare prices as part of their management strategies, and have been using that tool for many decades since the seminal research of Mohring (1972), Cervero (1981), and others. Today, transit agencies have more options than ever before for setting and differentiating fares, thanks to advances in information and communications technologies (ICTs). This talk will sketch out an overview of several research studies that my group has conducted at Ryerson University in the last three years related to this topic in supporting “smart” data-driven systems. One of the questions we sought to address is “how challenging is it to systematically design a differentiated fare pricing system across a network”? Or, in other words, how can we convince the MTA of the value of switching to smartcard or mobile device payment options? We illustrate using simple examples how challenging this can be, and summarize lessons learned in evaluating Toronto’s subway system. We studied how ICTs may alter the way transit agencies operate their fares. We investigated the feasibility of an electronic platform that would allow transit agencies to engage with private sector to manage fares, such that large venues like the U.S. Open might offer subsidies to travelers via transit to reduce the traffic and parking congestion impacts. Different operating paradigms are highlighted and evaluated using non-cooperative game theory. Lastly, we touch upon demand-responsive services. With the rise of alternative mobility service providers from the private sector (e.g. Uber, Lyft, Via) in NYC, public agencies are concerned with the impact these services have on the public social welfare. We offer up a new framework for designing fares for these systems based on queue tolling concepts.
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Light refreshments will be served.